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Any prediction, even the most rational, even the most
scientiﬁc, can only be based on an extrapolation from what
we have learned and understood from past experience.
Jean-Claude Ameisen
The design of materials which must be in use over extended
periods of time, even perhaps greatly exceeding that of human life
itself, is one of the challenges faced by engineering and science in
general. Such in the case of infrastructure or industrial buildings of
steel or reinforced concrete (bridges, nuclear power plants, etc.),
whose lifetimes we wish to extend as much as possible, or for the
ﬁnal disposal of nuclear waste in safe environments-a concept
which involves interposing a series of different types of barriers
between the radionuclides and the biosphere. Engineers are
required to predict the behaviour of materials subject to
mechanical, chemical, thermal, or other stresses for durations far
beyond the range of classical experiments. Among the different
issues, one major aspect is the alteration of these materials, which
will progressively impact their functional properties (mechanical
performance, containment, etc.). It is therefore crucial to be able to
satisfactorily model such material degradation, with variable
environmental conditions, over extremely long periods of time.
Fig. 1
The essential need for long-term prediction represents a
signiﬁcant challenge, and meeting it means drawing on all
aspects of today’s available experimental science, predictive
modelling and engineering. It must also be borne in mind that
validating predictions and feedback, can unfortunately only be
carried out under laboratory conditions for the practical durations
concerned. As such, investigations looking into past situations
have become an important part of the overall strategy for
predictive approaches implemented, in order to perhaps ﬁnd
some comparisons or even validations on analogous systems. Past
situations concern the study of materials produced by humans in
ancient civilisations (metals and glasses in our examples) and also
of geological materials known as “natural analogues”; in order to
work with potentially equivalent materials whose ages are far
greater than those possible for anthropogenic materials.
In essence an analogue for anthropogenic materials is not
identical in all respects to those for which the behaviour needs to
be predicted. This may be because the state of today’s materials is
known for the initial period (i.e., our time), while the potentially
analogous system is only perceptible and measurable now, after a
no doubt lengthy alteration period. This means that the analogue
approach must compare two systems after having studied them
separately, taking into account the fact that these systems are
being viewed at very different moments in their history. Only by a
number of reviews back and forth between the pieces of
information found for these different moments in the life of a

system, can a predictive approach be established and consolidated. The theory of such an approach was suggested by Miller
et al. 1, 2 as early as the 1990s. It has been adopted and developed
in practice by numerous laboratories, motivated among other
things by the special needs of the nuclear industry.3–5
Research of analogue materials must focus both on the nature
and properties of the material itself (chemical composition,
structure at various scales, degree of crystallinity, porosity and
so on) and on the conditions of degradation (water composition,
temperature, pH; Eh, microbial activity, ﬂow rate and so on). These
inﬂuencing environmental conditions must be known in details.6
In the best cases, most of the inﬂuencing parameters remain
constant over time; thus limiting the uncertainties on all kind of
results issuing from this material.
For both metals and glasses, studies carried out since the 1990s
have led to major advances in our understanding of their long
term alteration mechanisms. For archaeological objects, the
results obtained have also been able to be used in the ﬁeld of
national heritage preservation. For archaeological groups or
historical monument managers, the treatments carried out on
archaeological objects as they emerge from a dig (for example
dechlorination treatment for items in iron) or during their storage
in museum reserves, or on monument structures in order to
protect them from possible forms of alteration, requires the fullest
possible knowledge of altered systems and their potential
evolution. Thus work carried out on analogues has been directly
applied in these ﬁelds in order to optimise these types of
treatments.7, 8 The full interest of such interdisciplinary studies on
analogues can be seen through their wide impact into areas which
could seem far removed from those strictly concerning the
prediction of material behaviour.
THE OVERALL PREDICTION PROCESS
Predictions for periods lasting centuries or even millennia cannot
simply be based on classical semi-empirical approaches (for
example, extrapolation based on data produced from systems
reconstituted in laboratories). The coupling of generally non-linear
phenomena governing material degradation prevents the use of
simple extrapolations, and means predictive modelling must be
employed. Questions then arise concerning the validation of
mechanisms chosen to be taken into account for predictive
models.
Archaeological analogues are limited in time by when the
materials of interest were ﬁrst used by humans (typically about
5000 years ago for glasses, about 4000 years ago for copper and
about 3000 years ago for iron and low alloy steels). Nevertheless
they offer the advantage of allowing the study of materials that
are otherwise not found in a natural state to be considered, for
example iron alloys. The natural analogues for vitriﬁed radioactive
waste are mainly volcanic basaltic or rhyolitic type glasses9
Let us examine the case of nuclear glasses, for which material
degradation and radionuclides releases predictions for periods
lasting several hundreds of millennia are necessary to demonstrate the safety of a deep geological repository.10, 11 The analogy
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Fig. 1

Positioning of approaches using analogues in the overall prediction process

must therefore be based on two distinct objects, which share a
number of characteristics: ﬁrst, volcanic (or archaeological) glasses
altered in a natural medium over the long term, and then nuclear
glasses altered in a laboratory over a much shorter term.12
Although those materials have different compositions (aluminosilicate or soda lime glasses for natural and archaeological glasses
versus borosilicate glasses for nuclear waste), past studies have
shown that mechanistic and kinetic correlations are possible., The
ﬁrst step of the work involves studying the alteration kinetics and
secondary products of natural (or archaeological) glasses experimentally over short periods to be able to correlate rate limiting
mechanism with those of nuclear glasses and get the speciﬁc
parameters such as activation energy, kinetic constant and its pH
dependency for these glass compositions.13, 14 Next, it must be
demonstrated that kinetic models based on the experimental data
extrapolated over long time scales can reﬂect material behaviour
observed in the natural or archaeological samples.15 When a
relationship can be established between the experimental data
and the long-term alteration state for the natural samples,
reasoning by analogy can therefore point to nuclear glass
alteration models being able to predict the nuclear material
behaviour over the long term.5 This is not a demonstration in the
strict sense of the term, but nevertheless establishes ﬁrm links
between the laboratory and the natural environment on the one
hand, and between the short and long term on the other. This
predictive approach would seem to present a certain degree of
robustness.
For ferrous alloys (steel, cast iron, etc.) different prediction
reliability durations are needed, ranging from a few decades for
civil engineering structures to a thousand years for the nuclear
waste package containers foreseen for repositories in several
countries (France, Belgium, Japan, Switzerland,…).16 Analogues
can thus be used in several ways. They may, for example, serve to
validate if the corrosion kinetics deduced from short-term
experiments and extrapolated to the long term are consistent
with the corrosion thicknesses found on archaeological objects.
Analogues can also contribute to preparing an overall curve
describing the maximum corrosion rates measured in a given
environment. In this case, they are the foundation for a semiempirical approach that, though limited, enables the extreme and
average behaviour estimations to be narrowed. As metal corrosion
processes are known to be very sensitive to environmental
npj Materials Degradation (2017) 10

parameters including water oxygen content and pH, but also the
presence of bacteria, another use for analogues can be to better
identify the general effects of these parameters. In a reverse
approach, the nature of a metal (or alloy) structure and its
inﬂuence on different local phenomena (e.g., pitting) may be
examined. When the type of exposure environment of the
analogue is close to that of the system seeking to be studied /
predicted, the results of long-term corrosion mechanisms can be
speciﬁcally targeted. This includes the presence of certain phases
in the corrosion products, whether they are conductive or not, the
presence of layers representing barriers for transport phenomena,
and so on; allowing for direct integration into physical predictive
models. Finally, and in a more exploratory way, corroded
archaeological objects may contribute to understanding the
non-linear behaviours of corrosion systems.
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